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Student Loan Bill Approved
Separate Measures Pass House, Senate
Washington (UPI)~An emer- said they need at least 9.5 percent
gency bill to make loans available interest to break even on the loan
to abottt 200,000 financially des- program.
The government currently guaperate college students won a
lopsided victory in the House rantees the loans and pays the
seven percent interest for stuMonday.
The 322 to GO vote was a defeat dents whose families earn less
for backers of campus anti-rioting than $15,000 a year. It pays the
interest as long as the student is
laws.
The measure authorizes the gov- in college.
The N i x o n administration,
ernment to increase the current
seven percent interest ceiling on which backed the bill, called it
the guaranteed student loan pro- "emergency legislation" s i n c e
gram by as much as three percent. many colleges begin classes this
The added interest is designed to week. But the office of education
make the student loan program reported that many banks already
attractive to bankers who have have made loan commitments to

Nixon To Retire Hershey
eluded in the draft reform legislation submitted to Congress by the
administration. But he added that
a number of proposals beyond
those in the legislative package
were under consideration.
The draft reforms, Hershey's
retirement, and troop withdrawals, Rather said, are designed to
defuse opposition to the war and
curb campus demonstrations.

NE\N

Rechartering Necessary

students on the basis of administration assurances that Congress
would approve some type of bill.
The House bill is retroactive to
July 1. A Senate-passed measure,
which includes a provision that
banks could not limit loans to stu- ·
dents whose families m·e customers, would cover commitments
from Aug. 15. The two versions
will probably be reconciled in a
joint conference committee.
S ever a 1 representatives had
called for defeat of the bill after
Rep. Carl D. Pe1·kins, D-Ky.,
chairman of the House Education
Committee, engineered a rule to
prevent anti-rioting amendments
from being attached. Perkins Pl'edicted that if the measure were
open to amendment, "it will get
bogged down and will never pass."
But Rep, William J, Scherle, RIowa, a continuing foe of campus
unrest, argued: "Why should the
taxpayers be forced to subsidize
student radicals?"
And Rep. Leonor K. Sullivan,
D-Mo., a member of the House
Banking Committee, said passage
of the bill amounted to congressional approval of high bank interest rates.

American Industrial Mining Engineers
Anthropology Club
PEMM
Club Cafe Causette
Young DcmoCI·nts
K~ppn Mu Epsilon
Kappa Omicron Phi
Girls of the Golden Heart
United Miniteries Counse}jng Center
Chrjstian Student Center
American Society of M:cchanicnl Engi..
nccra
•
• .
UNM FeW1wshtP of Chr~sttan Athletes

The deadline for rechartering
UNM organizations is Monday,
Oct, 6, announced Carl Jackson,
assistant to the director of student extracurricular activities.
He asks that representatives from
the following organizations contact him in the Union.
The organizations are:

Vol. 73

WRJ.'U.ruom ;:,ociety

American Nuclcnr So!!icty
Student AlA
UNM Chapter of Student Affiliates of
the American Chemical Society
International Club
American Society of CiVil Engineers
Institute of Electrical and Electronics

~

Sigma Gamma Epsilon
Debn.te Council
Anp:el Flight
Pi Tau Sigma, Pi Sigma Chapter
Sigma Tau
Chi Epsilon
Society of Physics Students
Women's Intramurals Council
Phi Beta Lambda
Phi Delta Kappa
UNM Sport Parachuting Club
Theta Sigma Phi
Industrial Arts Association
Phi Sigma Tau
Phi Sigma Iota
Pi Sigma Alpha
Eta Kappa Nu
KUNM Radio
Omicron Delta Epailon
Lns Leyenditns
Little Sisters of Mincrvn
German Club
Philosophy Club
UNM Accounting Association
Lutheran Student Assoc:iation
American Pharmaceutical Association

~

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars
Over 100 yrs. Combined
Expet·ience

By CASEY CHURCH

Free Estimates
265-5901

333 Wyoming N.E.

401 Wyoming NE-265-7982

HOLMAN'S

featuring: Drafting Supplies, Drawing Instruments, Slide Rules,
Maps, Technical & Scientific Books.
MENTION THIS AD FOR SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

"Fine, adult comedy •.• wise,_serious, so.~-~
times deadpannedly funny about the politics ·
of life"

Lobo photo by Tony Louderbough

(Vincent Canby, New York Time>)

I~

Committee Will Air GSC Recommendation Later

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

1)

PERSONALS

1969 MIRAGES must be picked up by
Sept. 30, or they will be sold for $5.00
on a first come first served basis.
WHY 1 Because it costs $40,000 to print a
yearbook, that's why/. Mirage '70-$7.
PARAPLEGIC NEEDS ride to campus 10
Tues. and Thurs. Call Gini 256-7790,
9

:/1

DO YOU biw your nails 7 Would you like
to stop? A limited number of pept>le are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 277•
2103 for appointment. 9/22

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Men's glasses w/black frames, In
tree near ·Art Annex.. Owner may claim
at Rm. 169, Journalism Bldg.
PUPPY LEFT at UNM English Department on Wed. 9/10. Owner please call
277-2616.
STUDENT ID No. 585-44·251.8, Gaudry,
Claim at nn. 169, Journalism Bldg.

BIG MAN ...
Co-Hit Time>
1:42-4:24-7:0!>-9:48

0
Z
Q

~

Friday Night
Late Shows
11:00 pm & 12:00 am

#.,~%ol,;;,:;:~~

QN

3211 Central N.E.

'

. ['

':

· UNM's
Faculty Policy
Committee voted unanimously
yesterday to postpone a
recommendation to the general
faculty concerning a Graduate
Student Council (GSC) proposal
for a new constitution, until the
proposal is discussed more
thoroughly.
The committee, chaired by
Marion Cottrell, associate
professor of engineering, agreed to
continue discussion of the
proposal at its next meeting
Wednesday.
After comments from GSC
President Dick EJliott, Associated
Students President Ron Curry,

two members of the Graduate
Student Union (GSU), and two
student senators, committee
members expressed doubt that
they could vote either way on the
proposal without further
information.
New Proposal
The GSC is asking the creation
of an
independent and
·autonomous Graduate Student
Association which "will be
responsive to the special needs
and interests of graduate
st1.1dents."
Elliott said ballots cast by
graduate students in a referendum

~

+
< if he's
~ wearing

~~

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word If same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

Wellingtons

that "'big man'' feeling ••• in_ the
:tt sports events or em a
comprng trip. These Wcllingtons get
their kicks ,s.;:uing pl:tt:cs r
cl::~ssrc,om,

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

-.}1

r-;

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING _ __
Style 3300
Dress

Wc!lin.~ton

5)

FOR SALE

BASSET l{OUNll Puppies: For friend·
nhlp, but of show . or breeding quality•
. 298-8148 or 116M Rosemont NE.
1951 MG TD Classic. Yellow, good condi·
tion 1 $900 • .247~3050, 9/18
1966 OllEY. Coraa Conv. See and Inquire
at Coronado Credit Union Office, Carliale
Gym or call 277·2H23. 9/22.

6)

C..

$22.00

EMPLOYMENT

PHOTOGRAPHERS W AN,1'ED for Mirage
'70 opportunity to aubm1t creative, qual·
lty' photography, AvPIY Rm. 206 Joum,
Bldg, 2nd floor.
RELIABLE BABYSITTER wanted. 11 :ao
n m -6 • ao p.m. Must have <>wn trans·
v'ortation. Near UNM. Cnll266·5058 9/22.

ENCLOSED$----

PLACED B Y - - - - - - - - - -

CORNER FIRST AND GOLD

247-4347

"Need Funding"
Elliott said last night that GSC
"simply wants some funding to
(Continued on page3)

UNM Purification Day
yesterday featured book
burnings, an underground
issue of the New Mexico
Quarter, two rock bands,
poetry reading, and four
letter w,ord bingo.
The rally, in protest to
the legislative investigating
committee, was sponsored
by the Student Organizing
Committee (SOC).
The special issue of the
New Mexico Quarter
featured a front cover of a
photo montage with
"Censored" across the
front.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

~

during this fall's registration
indicated that a majority of
graduate students favored an
independent graduate student
organization.
Elliott said 1,237 graduate
students voted in favor of the
creation of a graduate student
organization and 103 voted
against. He said the balloting
represented 58.5 per cent of the
graduate student enrollment at
UNM as of Saturday noon.

Senate, members of the cheering
squad asserted most of Johnson's
objections were inaccurate, and
were misunderstandings created
by the current cheerleader's
constitution.
The legitimacy of the
constitution was questioned by
Johnson. The cheerleaders said
they had been told by Alumni
Association Director Bub Henry
"they should use that
constitution," although they
added they could not "positively"
state that it was the same
constitution 1.1sed last year.
The matter was referred to an
emergency meeting of the Rally
Committee today by Senate
President Joe Alarid.

Senate a new ruling by the New
Mexico Board of Revenue would
require ASUNM to pay the four
percent gross receipts sales tax on
monies taken in through the
Senate sponsored popular
entertainment events.
Student Lobby
He said the ruling, if applied,
would affect only UNM activities
offered to the public,
He also said the Lobby was
attempting "to correct wrong
impressions" legislators have
about UNM students, and had
lobbied at the New Mexico
Constitutional Convention for the
20 year old vote.
DeLayo said "he would not
apologize and have not apologized
for any actions taken by the
ASUNM Senate" in discussions
with legislators.

Curry
Ron Curry, ASUNM Pfsident
in his State of the Camp1.1s address
recommended support for the
Petition
Vietnam Moratorium Day Oct. 15
and "positive, affirmative, and
Linn introduced a bill to
constructive" opposition to allocate $75 to support Vietnam
actions being taken by the Moratorium Day activities. The
legislative investigation of UNM. bill was referred to the Finance
(The full text of Curry's address is Committee.
on page 4 of The Lobo.)
Linn also read a petition
Curry also read a letter he had which, he said, wou\d be
written to legislative investigating circulated among the student
committee chairman Ike SmallE>f• body next Monday. The petition
requesting time for students to is designed to register support of
speak before the group.
the moratorium a.s "a time f~r
He said the "legislature as a discussion, debate, and judgment
body needs education relative to of our nation's foreign policy with
today's higher learning" and special emphasis on our
proposed a series of "weekend involvement in Vietnam," Linn
classes" to "educate the legislators added.
·
in what the goals of the university
Thirteen senators, Alarid, and
are and how they are achieved." Student Body Treasurer Steve
He said he would ask each Terry signed the petition.
legislator to come to the campus
In other action the Senate
and "spend a day," tour the referred to committee bills
university, and discuss the "beliefs concerning an appropriation to
of the st1.1dents."
the UNM Parachute Club, an
"The time for an eloquent amendment to the ASUNM
statement about the committ<!e is constitution to establish a
over,'' he said, "we must respond Graduate Student Union, and a
resolution concerning the recent
now."
Leonard DeLayo, chairman of North Central Accrediting
the Student Lobby, told the Asso~iation evaluation of UNM.

U Purification Rally
Features Protests

Ph. 265-4675

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
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SERVICES

I

TURN ME ON!!

CAM pu

inwnn·ftir" comfort give their owners

3)

:I
Co-Hit

Justin Wcllingtons with their choke
nf leathers, smart styling 11nd ''wdk·

THEl SHIRE.-A custom leather shop on
the Patio. NE corner of Edith &
Candalerin. 9/18

'

p
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Heated debate between the yell
team members over the status of
Sam Johnson on the squad took
up an hour of the first Senate
meeting of the semester last night.
In other action, ASUNM
President Ron Curry gave a state
of the campus address, chairman
of the Student Lobby Leonard
DeLayo reported on current
projects, and Senator Frank Linn
circulated a petition in support of
the Vietnam Moratorium Day.
Johnson, a senator, charged the
cheerleaders voted him off. the
squad
for
unexplained
"personality conflicts" and asked
the Senate for a public hearing.
Johnson charged he had been
"mislead" about his status as "yell
king," and had been 1.1ninformed
of many of the squad practices
and an out-of-state clinic this
summer.
When questioned by the

Group Delays Proposal

(yellow}~~E:i~~~

WORLD PREMIER

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
169; afternoons preferably or mail.

ASUNM President Ron Curry
last night presented his State of
the Campus Address to the
Student Senate.

Curry

lAm Curious
Matinee 1:30 Daily
Evenings 7:15 & 9:39

No.5

ASUNM President Delivers
State of Campus Address

Call 255-6364

En~ineers

Calling U

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per tim" run. If ad;. to
run five or more consecutive days 'vith
no changes the .rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of_
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in
fnll prior to insertion of advertisement.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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Yell Tearn Debate Delays Senate

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving & Storage
Moving Is Our Only :B1.1siness
For Free Estimates

Geography Club

NEW YORK (UPI)~President
Nixon hopes to retire Gen. Lewis
Hershey, controversial head of
the selective service system,
within the next month, CBS News
reported Monday night.
Nixon reportedly has asked
that a successor be found within
90 days, CBS correspondent Dan
Rather said on the CBS Evening
News.
Presidential Assistant John IUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII:UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Erlichman is screening candidates
Student Poetry
and has narrowed the list down
Students who write poetry
to four, according to the report,
submit their verse now for
should
and their identities are a closely
the
December,
1969 publication
lllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:lllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llll!llllll~lllllll
guarded secret.
Laut•eate,
the
annual antholof
Rather also said the President
Wednesday, Sepwmber 17
ogy of outstanding student poetry.
Student Senate; Room 139, Union; 7
may be on the verge on announc.
There are no restrictions as to
ing a one month suspension in the p.m.
Pnnhellenic Council; Room 230, Union;
length,
style or subject matter,
draft while congress considers 4:30 p.m.
Stndent Government Treasurers' Sem..
nor
is
prior publication a repermanent reforms, including a inar; treasurers or all campus orgnniza...
quisite.
Entrants
will be eligible
tions;
Room
231A,
Union;
7
p.m
..
lottery system, already recomUniversity purification day: Mall; 3 p.m.
for
awards
of
$500,
$250, and
mended by Nixon.
Sandia Grotto; Room 260C, Union; 7:80
$100.
The President may instruct p.m.
UNM Flying Lobo•; Room 250D, UniO'Il;
Entries should be mailed before
draft boards to conscript 19-year- 7:30p.m.
November
1, 1069 to "Laureate"
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Wcdne';day Night
olds first instead of older men
Dance; Union ballroom, 7:30-10:30 p.m.;
Post
Office
Box 307, Cedarhurst,
who are usually considered first, ~'The Mud"; $1..
New York, 11516. Enclose a
Thursday, September 18
Rather said.
Fi.lm Society; .. Ivan the Terrible, Pnl't
stamped, addressed return enIn Washington, a White Rouse II";
Union theater: 7 p.m.
veloP<'·
Circle
K;
Room
178,
Union:
9
p.m.
spokesman said "there a1·e absolClass or 1944 Homecoming Reunion;
utely no plans whatsoever to re- Room
230, Union; 7:30 p.m.
Spurs; Room 231E, Union; 6 p.m.
place Gen. Hershey."
Student Admission
The spokesman pointed out that
1.50 Anytime
suspension of the draft is not in-

MEXICO

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

"Plume Ode"

~~------------------------------------------~-----

English Professor Stephen
Roedefer yesterday read "Plume
Ode" at the Purificatiou Rally,

of the New Mexico
Quarterly. McClure's poem
was included in the iss~.~ e.

Reads Poem
UNM English Professor
Stephen Roedefer read
McClure's poem on the mall
during the rally.
The New Mexico Quarter
also included works by
James Joyce, Roedefer,
Lenore Kandel, David
Benedetti, and Robert
Creely.
The Lobo was unable to
find
out who was
responsible for the New
Mexico Quarter.
Following a free dinner
of chili, several books were
burned on the mall. The
books burned were: W. B.
O'Donnell's report ·on state
schools; ROTC regulations
and pamphlets; a UNM
schedule of classes; one old
draft card, and the front
cover of the New Mexico
Quarter.

Lennon·Ono
The back cover was a
picture of John Lennon and
Yoko Ono in the nude, with
· UNM President Ferrel
Heady's face super-imposed
over Lennon's face.
The
New· Me:xico
Quarter, sold for 25 cents at
the rally, included the
"Plume Ode," by San
Francisco Poet Michael
McClure, The "Plume Ode,"
Bingo Game
was the poem the UNM
Four letter word .bingo
Board of Regents objected
was played on the mall and
to when they stopped .
in the Union.
circulation. t>f the fihlll.issllll-\. , " .... " .. , " . . .(.C.ontinued. on page 3')

Lobo photo by Tony Louderboil&h

·students assembled yesterday
on the mall to hear poetly, and
\ get · their copies of the New
·"'
Mexico Quarter.·
.

"Quarter"

~

I

I

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Thursday, September 18, 1969
------~~~~~~~~-----------------------
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Curry Gives State of Campus Address
ASUNM President Says U Must Be 'A Stimulator of Social Changes in New Mexico'
(Editor's note: The following is
ASUNM President Ron Curry's
State of the Campus address. It
was delivered last night before the
Student Senate.)
UNM has reached a time in its
history when it must, make a
change in direction. The change
must be one that will make UNM
"a stimulator of social change in
the state of New Mexico." The
university must move into the
society, it must move with new
ideas for social change, methods
for initiating these changes, ·and
nwre important, it must provide
the manpower to accomplish such
change. Many students are willing
to supply the manpower and
many of the ideas for these
changes.

1·e11t
;)next

fiiXto

I l•ttlllthe

As the university attempts this
great and important social task, it
must continue a struggle that it
has been engaged in since the
conception of the university as an
institution of higher learning, This
struggle is one that requires all
members of the university
community to band together for
the purpose of a common goal,
This common goal is to maintain
the freedom within the academic
community, to seek novel ideas
and new meanings to old concepts
without pressure or intimidation
from the community and state.
Only this freedom to searcn for
new ideas will allow the society to
move forward in a progressive and
constructive manner.
Topics of Concern
These two tasks will be my
topics for discussion tonight and
my concern during my term as
student body president.
It has been said recently that
the U.S. is nearing a withdrawal
from the war in Vietnam. If this is
indeed true; I think we all applaud
this long awaited change in U.S.
foreign policy. What I ask tonight
is that the students of UNM join
with Wayne Ciddio and myself in
resolving to participate in the
Vietnam Moratorium on October
• 15. It is my feeling that there are

lllt•Iobo
fiiXtheater
3003 CEN N E
•

~ . . ~o·',_.

•

KOPY- KORNER

. .:•·as,,

~o• I~,l'
'!fo ,..os
~o•',... 0 <$,e'
for UNM Students only
<'o.o,;,. ~ ..._ ~
~() G
for Theses: 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockle (as Required)
.-,.....~;, 031
,...

XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

'
247-4406

FREE
DAIRY QUEEN
CONES
September 19-20
2300 Central SE Only

many students and faculty who
have wanted to participate in
bringing the war to an end, but
they have failed to do so because:
1) it was impossible to identify
with the group leading the
protest; or 2) they were not
informed about the war and its
many effects on the country.
I propose that Oct. 15 be a day
of constructive and educational
protest on the UNM campus. It is
my hope that many faculty will
entertain Oct. 15 as a day of
discussion about the war in
Vietnam in their classrooms. It is
my suggestion that panel
discussions concerning the war be
held on the Mall in order to
educate and inform students and
faculty about the atrosity.
Hopefully many students from all
segments of campus wiH
participate in this peaceful and
constructive effort to help end the
tragic war in Vietnam. If a wide
cross section of the campus shows
a willingness to participate in the
Vietnam Moratorium, it will show
our congressmen and public
officials that opposition to war is
no longer a "rallying point" for
the Left, but a great and loud
consensus. I ask your support in
this endeavor.
Changes to Make
As one returns to campus this
year, it is more apparent than ever
that there are many changes that
must be made in the area of
educational reform. There are
many new and challenging ideas
emanating from all segments of
campus. The ideas are varied, but
the objective of all of them is to
restructure the elements for
educational change. What is
needed at this point is a method
of implementing these many,
varied concepts into the present
system. I propose that a Center
for Educational Change be
established for the purpose of
assimilating these changes into the
system. 1 believe that such a
Center should be administered by
faculty,
students,
and
administrators. This Center would
provide manpower, expertise, and
ideas to all students and faculty
who desired them. The Center
would also allow these segments
of campus to consider new ideas
at the same time and place; thus
making it easier to initiate change
in the field of educational reform.
I ask that the Senate and
Faculty Policy Committee jointly
consider such a proposal.
I stated earlier that the

University should go into the
community and state for the
purpose of initiating changes. I
would like to propose a method
by which the University c~uld
attain such a goal. Frank Lthn,
Joe Long, Carl Jackson, and I
have been considering the idea of
a Free Breakfast program for
needy students of kindergarten
age. Such a program could
possibly be financed and staffed
by students of UNM. The program
could be handled by both UNM
and the Model Cities Program.
Technicalities
There are many technicalities
in forming such a program, and I
am thankful to Carl and Joe for
their interest and assistance. They
have pointed out the worth of
such a program might not be as
great as one would hope. It is
emphasized that there are many
things ASUNM could accomplish
in this area of social change.
Hopefully, a breakfast program
will be initiated, I ask the Senate
to consider such a program, and I
will ask that the Senate, working
with Carl, Joe, and me determine
whether. another S\ICh program
would be more beneficial to the
University and the Community.
Whatever the determination, I
hope the Senate will move in the
direction of becoming more
involved with social problems in
the community around us.
During the campaign last
spring, I frequently proposed the
establishment of a University
Policy Board. The proposal I
made has not been adopted by the
University, but two significant
advancements have been made in
this area. 1) The Committee on
the University has asked that
ASUNM and the faculty jointly
adopt a resolution calling for the
establishment of an advisory
committee to be used in time of
crises when thought necessary by
the President, head of faculty, and
the ASUNM president. This
committee would consist of.
faculty, students, administrators,
and alumni. Its purpose would be
advise the President as to the
proper course in time of
emergency; 2) The second step
was partly the result of John
McGuffin's and Bill Picken's
attempt to form an all UniversiLy
Constitution. The regents, after
hearing such a proposal, decided
to form a group of people,
representing the thrE'e segments
of the University, for the purpose
of establishing an all university

m e t h o d o f governance.
Cohesive Community
I am requesting that the Senate

adopt and approve the resolution
passed by the Committee on the
University, and that it support all
such efforts to form a more
cohesive university community,
This last summer I had the
opportunity to serve on the
committee investigating charges of
discrimination in the UNM
Physical Plant. That experience
enabled me to learn how small
and harmless acts of one man can
be interpreted as acts of
discrimination by another. The
hearings also enlightened me to
the possibility of real and overt
discrimination on the UNM
campus.
Such acts of
discrimination, no matter in what
section of campus, cause hostile
feelings within our community.
I ask that Senate consider two
possibilities for eliminating such
forementioned problems. 1) The
Senate, faculty and administration
should form a committee to
study problems and recommend
solutions concerning minority
groups on campus, or 2) the
Senate faculty, and administration
form Human Rights Commission,
similar to the one formed by the
last legislature, for the purpose of
hearing and judging all charges of
discrimination on the UNM
campus.
Whatever course of action is
finally determi11ed, it could be
quite beneficial to minority
groups and the campus as a whole.
Thomas Jefferson, when
speaking about the University of
Virginia said, "This institution
will be based on the illimitable
freedom of the human mind. For
here we are not afraid to follow
truth wherever it may lead, nor to
tolerate any error so long as
reason is left free to combat it."
All members of the university
community have been forced into
the position of protecting the
freedom that Jefferson spe~<ks of.
As students, we must also make a
strong defense for the freedom
described by Jefferson.

()-()-()-()-()-()-()-()-()-()-()-()

BOUTIQUE

Antonio's
2260 WYOMING, N.E.
THE MALL SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 298-5479

Vertical Cliff
It would be very easy for me to
make an eloquent and critical
statement concerning the New
Mexico State Lcgislaturl' and its
investigating committee. Such a
speech might fall on dl'af rars,
both in Santa Fe and around the
state. The time for such a
statement has passed b('cause
UNM stands at the edge of a
vertical cliff. It has only two
directions in which to move - 1)
it may continue in the direction
we have seen in the past where
academic freedom and novel ideas
have flourished or 2) thl'
University can be pushed over the
cliff with the result being ... a
sudden crash at the bottom,
which would kill both academic
freedom and accreditation at this
institution.
The university community
must respond now. The respons!'
must be positive, affirmative, and
by all means constructive. I would
like to suggest plans for actions.
The first concerns a letter that I
mailed today (to I. M. Smalley
concerning time for UNM
students to address thP
committee). Assuming that therP
will be people who would not liltl'
to speak while in Santa I•'e, Wayne
Ciddio, Lobo Editor, and I will
attempt to organize a core
committee. This committee will
represent a cross section of the
campus. The purpose of such a
(Continued on pagt• 5)

...

"Setting the scene for Albuquerque" with the young Edwardian or
young Victorian Fashions is the new Boutique concept of total Fashion
~ook at the new Boutique expansion tit Antonio's, 2260 Wyoming NE
rn t.he Ma II Shaping Center. The new. Boutique , .. • now open fo~
busrness . . . held an open house wrth a refreshrng and exciting
Fashion Show. _The new B~~tique Dress~s and Pants, the Jump Suits
were more darrng and excr_trng than we ve ever seen in Albuquerque
at:~d were accepted with torrrfic response.
.
We at Antonio's would like _to extend an invitation to you. Come
and See our Boutique Fashions and be Inspired with the new looks in
Fashion. . .
·
()-()-()

..... ....
()-()
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Committee Plans
War Moratorium
The Vietnam Moratorium
Coordinating Committee last
night appointed officers and
completed preliminary plans for
promoting and conducting the
moratorium Oct. 15.
Bill Pickens, co-chairman of
the committee with Tom Hogg
said that all factions will be urged
to seriously consider the U.S.
foreign policy, especially in
Vietnam. Committee members
said they hope for a true
cross-section of views to be
presented during the day devoted
to discussion.
Some of the possible activities
for Oct. 15 include forums and
panels on the mall and petitions
and voting on alternatives to the
current policy, The committee

will also ask the faculty in general
to devote at least part of their
class discussion to the Vi!ltnam
question.
Committee members also
agreed to draft a petition to be
circulated in the community as
well as on campus.
It was stressed at the meeting
that complete success for the
moratorium depended on an
objective discussion of the issues
by individuals both for and
against the current foreign policy.
The committee said the
moratorium could demonstrate
the University can be a direct
force in challenging our society
and government to critically
review values, ideals, and
practises.

Curry Speaks to Senate
(Continued from page 4)
committee will be to assure that a
reprE~sentative sampling is heard
by the committee. Wayne and I
hope that such action will
demonstrate to the committee
that the great majority of students
are willing to defend and speak
out for thE~ univE~rsity. I am sure
such action will influence their
decision.
Twofold Suggestion

in this action, if and when any
legislators come to campus. Let
me say that I fully understand
why and sympathize with some
professors and students who
would not like to participate in
such action. Since some professors
feel they were directly or
indirectly maligned by
Representative O'Donnell's
report, it is quite understandable
that some members of the
university would refuse to speak
to anyone from Santa Fe.

The second suggestion is
twofold. After observing the
First Hand Look
legislature for two years, it has
I do feel, however, that many
come to my attention that, as a legislators can be enlightened by
body, they need some education coming to campus. Also, if they
relative to today's institutions of were able to see UNM first hand
higher learning. I am going to there would not be as much
suggest to the administration and reliance on O'Donnell's report. I
faculty that on three consecutive am encouragE~d that such action
weekends in October and would be effective because a few
November there be classes held meetings between legislators and
especially designed for legislators. faculty have already taken place.
The purpose of such classes would The meetings have been
be to inform the legislators what a educational for the legislators as
university is, what it is supposed they have been able to hear, and
to accomplish, and how it is to hopefully, better understand
accomplish said goals. I feel that faculty and student sentimE~nt.
such a class would prove to be • These suggestions for action
quite educational and informative are meaningless unless the
to those who participate. The University community unites.
most important aspect of such a Everyone must examine his own
class is that we as students, conscience and make a
faculty, and administration will commitment. It was once said,
never shrink from what WEI believe "The hottest places in hell are
a university is and that is an reserved for those who refuse to
institution of higher learning.
make a commitment in a time of
Finally, I am going to crisis.'' All students should
personally invite every legislator consider that thought and then
in the State to come spend a day, make a judgment.
at their convenience, with me. I
I ask your support for these
will show him the campus, programs and wish you luck ih
describe to him exactly why I your work.
have certain convictions and
Ron Curry will be responsible
communication with
beliefs, and why I think this for
University must remain. free to presidents of students at local
Doug
search for new ideas. I would like high schools while
to invite every mE~mber of the MacCurdy will contact the UNM
University community to join me faculty and departmE~nt heads.

f

An Exciting Opportunity
For International Students
i.

Attend classes on conversational English and English as a second
language. Private tutoring, or, if preferred, group instruction is
available. The instruction is FREE; tho only cost is the few dollars
for the text books. Classes meet at the Youth Center of the First
Baptist Church, 123 Broadway SE on Wednesdays and Fridays,
1 to 3 PM or Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7:30 to 9 PM. Classes begin October 8. For more information and pre-registration call
Mrs. Fred Key, 298-1209 or Mrs. W. B. Maxson, 255-9646.

Fine

PICTURE
FRAMING
Hundreds of
PRINTS
Photo ~rames

FREE
ENGLISH
CLASSES

New Mexico's Largest

International

·LANGELL'S
· 2510 Contra! S.E,

Atros! From Johnson Gym

()-()-()-()-()-()-()
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For

Students

"Cabaret"
New York Musical Hit,
"Cabaret", will be one of the
many fine feature presentations of
the '69 Season to be shown at
UNM's Popejoy Hall.

Escuela Del Soi-Montessori
219 Sierra Dr. SE

Ages 2-5 years

Sharp Change

Morning Session Begins September 15

Chinese bronze knife coins
containing from three to five pe;
cent nickel, were used as currency
as early as 770 B.C.

For information call 255-3838
Marcia Ray-Directress
AMERICAN MONTESSORI SOCIETY-CERTIFIED

FASHIONS FOR YOUNG MEN

by--Arrow•

Thur~;day,
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U NM Ski Team Lack.s Funds;
Will Petition For ASUNM l-4elp
By PAUL FLECK
·The University Ski Team,
having had no success bargaining
with the Director of Athletics
Pete McDavid, will take their plea
for funds to i'he Student Senate,
George Brooks, spokesman for
the group, announced plans
yesterday to circulate a petition
for student signatures so the
athletic department and the
Student Senate would recognize
the desire for a school supported
team. Brooks hopes the team will
be allocated funds from the
i\SUNM budget.
Last year the ski team operated
with no money from either
source. The racers provided their
·own equipment, transportation,
and meals. In an effort to receive
assistance for this year, the club
met with President Ferrell Heady
last spring. Nothing was settled at
that meeting,
League Competition
The team competed in eight

meets last year in the Central
Intercollegiate Alpine League. The
League's ten teams include
Colorado State University,
Colorado University's "B" team,
and Denver University. Out of
those ten teams, UNM finished
fourth.
On the subject of funds,
Brooks explained, "Of the ten
teams in the league, only two do
not receive financial help from
their schools. Those two are UNM,
and Regis College from Denver
Council to Meet
Brooks stated that the last
hope for funds from the Athletic
Department rests with the next
meeting of the Athletic Council,
which is being organized by
Professor Guido Daub, chairman,
for next week.
Asked about the possibility of
funds for the ski team, Daub
replied last night, "I cannot speak
for the Council except to say that
our budget is very tight. The ski

Varsity Barber Shops

2

The way some football teams
who are habitual losers feel, "You
only live once and the way things
go sometimes, once is enough."

LOCATIONS
2408 Central SE-Phone 243-4267

Student Union Next to the Bookstore
Phone 277-4815
Appointments Available
Wednesday through Saturday

one
two
three
four
five
•

SIX

team issue will definately be
discussed. at our meeting next
week," When probed about the
budget Daub offered, "The
football receipts were very low
last season, which handicaps us."
Team Organization
The ski team consists of twelve
members, and is a separate
organization entirely from the Ski
Club. The acting faculty advisor is
Professor Roy Caton of the
chemistry department. Brooks
noted that Governor David Cargo
has expressed an interest in their
cause in the form of letters to
McDavid. Also concerned are
Ernie Blake, owner of Taos Ski
Valley and Bud Northouse, part
owner of Sandia Ski Area,
The team is planning a general
meeting to be held Tuesday, Sept.
23, in the New Mexico Union's
second floor lobby. The time will
be announced in Monday's Lobo
in the Calling U column. Brooks
encourages all skiers who have had
competitive racing experience to
attend if they are interested in
racing for the team.

Said one co·ed to another: "Our
football captain and I aren't
speaking. But the whole thing
could be cleared up if someone
would just introduce us."

Razor Cuts

•

e1ns
•
zwe1
drei
•
v1er
fUnf
sechs

un
deux
trois
quatre
•
c1nq
•
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Six tips on how to become an unforgettable American memory.
1. Stop, look and listen. That's the easiest
way to encounter a foreign visitor. (And, if
you don't encounter one, what will he, she
-or perhaps they-have to remember you
by?)

asked does not? Go ahead. Plunge in. The
unable-to-answer answerer will be relieved,
not offended. And the visitor will discover
still another American who is eager (and,
this time, able) to help.

2. Prepare to jump a hurdle. What sort of
hurdle? Well, let's say you've just stopped,
looked and listened in a bustling bus terminal. Your alert eye catches the tenta·
tive movement of someone who takes a
quick step forward. An even quicker step
back. Then stands stock still, looking lost.
You've spotted one! Your foreign visitor.
And he (or perhaps she) is lost, but too
shy to ask directions. And you're just
about to offer help. But, suddenly, you
can't? You're too shy too? Then that's your
hurdle. Jump it. Or simply step across

5. You've been asked about bargains, and
you don't know what to suggest? PJ,vrro·
graph records, costume jewelry, men's
shirts, and ready-made clothes are all generally cheaper here than in most places
abroad. And, to r.-~any foreign visitors, an
American department store or discount
house is an experience in itself. (So, by
the way, is a visit to an ocean liner-· at 50'
in our major ports. Such visits are impossible at any price in most countries. And a
flown-over Frenchman, for example, might
get a kick out of visiting The France.)

3. That's not your hurdle, but you've just
run into another? Your English·speaking
visitor doesn't understand your answer to
his question, even though it was direct
and· exact? It's probably his ears. Perhaps
they're long attuned to British English, or
Australian English, or Irish Engl~sh, and
they find your rapid-fire American English
difficult to catch. So repeat your answer,
slowly. (And quietly, of course, since 110
one enjoys being conspic·uously uni
formed.}

6. You're stumped, you've just been a~ked

4. Your foreign visitor has just come in ...,,
ear? You've overheard a question and you
know the answer, but the person being

~- ONITED STATES TRAVEL SERVICE
~ An Agency of !_he U S Oeparlmeni bl Comnt!r<:e
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Lobg Sport$ Editor

The youth rebellion has hit the once-aristocratic realm of
golf and the links Establishment has been shaken so hard that
it may never be the same again.
Throughout the last decade, such Establishment figures as
Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, Billy Casper, Gary Player, and
a handful of other name stars dominated the sport. They do
so no longer.
In 1969, the first 13 professional tournaments had 13
different winners. Of 34 tournaments, there were 30
different winners.
Most of these winners have been virtual unknowns who
have swung up from nowhere to big headlines and big money.
Almost all are young, hungry, and ready to make a lot of
money on the pro circuit.
. . .
.
"It's the quality of the quantity," says multl·m1lhona1re
Arnold Palmer, "that makes tournaments so much tougher
now than they used to be."
"There's so much money at stake now," continues Arnie,
a well-fed member of the Establishment, "that golf is
attracting a higher calibre of player. We're even luring the
most versatile athletes away from baseball, football, and
other sports because by the time you're 30 you're t?o old to
compete in that sport anymore. In contrast, golf IS a game
without age limits."

I
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SAM
By CHARLES WOOD
and PAUL FLECK
White racism is something that
is supposed to be found in the
back streets of small towns in the
rural South, or in lily-white
California suburbs, or in the
offices of Chicago slum-lords.
But, according to UNM's Sam
Johnson, it is found in the Lobo
cheer leading squad as well.
"They say that I am good
enough to get the students to yell
behind me at. games," charged
Johnson, "but that I am too
stupid to give the right yell at the
right time."
Johnson, a black, made the

• • •
Howie Grimes, UNM's gutty 6-5 forward, is a good
shooter and as tough a rebounder as there is in the WAC but
even Howie has his off-days when it comes to putting the ball
in the basket.
The Lobos began informal practice about two weeks ~go
and during one session Howie had an unusually poor shootmg
day.
"Whenever I got the ball and shot today," remarked
Howie afterwards, "it was automatically two. Either too
short or too long."

In column one, page 6 of today's Lobo, there is an article
about a group of UNM students who are attempting to
elevate the UNM ski team to varsity status. On the surface, it
is easy to sympathize with these 12 young men.
But before advocating that the ski team fall into the
financial fold of the athletic department, it should be
remembered that even if UNM does field a varsity team it will
never be adopted as a WAC sport because the nearest ski
slopes to Arizona and Arizona State are 300 miles away .
The best thing to do with this idea is put it on the
tramway and send it up the slope .

Clinic Confusion
An incident in August occurred
which further confuses the
situation. Johnson said he left his
home address and expected the
cheerleaders to contact him to go
to a cheerleader clinic in
Colorado.
"Nobody contacted him," said
cheerleader Ken Major, "unless it
was a misunderstanding or
something it was an accident.
We're sorry, but we did not call
him because we didn't think he
was coming back for the clinic."
The cheerleaders, though,
don't doubt Sam's ability to lead
cheers. "Sam's good," said
cheerleader Bruce Gunsel, "He's
real good. But Sam isn't a
cheerleader, he's a chantleader.
He's good, though."

Three Positions
"Why should we start having
three positions this year captain, co-captain, and yell king?
I can answer that: because of
me," Johnson replied as he
answered his own question.
Sam Johnson is not an easy
man to understand. When you
first meet him he seems as
tempermental and as frivolous as
the flight of a butterfly.
Before he began his senior year
at the University of Indiana a year
ago, he transferred to UNM as a
freshman. Since that time he has
become intensely involved in
student life at UNM. He is a
member of Student Senate Black
Students Union (BSU): and
Omega Psi Phi in addition to being
a cheerleader.

NEW

MEXICO

Just in case you're wondering how the WAC football race
will come out this season, here is one educated guess:
1- WYOMING: the Cowboys are glued to the saddle.
2- ARIZ. ST.: always a winner, but never a champion.
3- UTEP: the best personnel in the league.
4 - UTAH: could be a threat.
5- ARIZONA: last season was a corker.
6- BYU: hardly shown enough to threaten.
7 -NEW MEXICO: hardly figures at all.
8- COLO. ST : doesn't play enough games to be eligible.

LOBO

PORTS
Sports Editor .. , . , .. , , . , .. , ...... , , .. Charles Wood
Assistant Editor .... , , ... , ...... , , •.. , , .. Paul Fleck
Writers .... , Bob Looney, Howie Peterson, Roger Ruvolo
Photographer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chester Painter

trip to New York with the
football team this weekend. Steve
Bass and Kaileen Vandam were
chosen to represent the
cheerleaders at the Army game.
We had about $150 left over from
the $500 Senate gave us last May
for the Colorado clinic and Sam
has demanded that this money
now be used to send him to New
York even though he hasn't
contributed anything to the squad
this year."

Johnson says if he is removed
from the cheerleading squad at
the rally committee meeting, he
will continue to cheer anyway.
"Whether I'm in uniform or not
I'll be cheering," said Sam.
'
"They said I was being put off
for personality conflicts " Sam
I
wen t on, "b ut I get along
with
everybody on campus and I think
there is something wrong when
two or three cheerleaders say I
have a personality conflict."

COUNTRY BARN
Fried Chicken Special
Y.~vArv

Wed. & Thur. 9 A.M. to 12 P.M.

2 Pieces of Grisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

Upset About Demands
"The main thing we're upset
about," said Miss Cornali "is
.
S am ' s b ehav10r
concerning' tlie

ONLY

59(

Eat in our large dining room or: take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

~ ,'

lobo

• • •

MENS SHOP
j
I.

I
.. ________ ..!

Lobo photo by Tony Louderbough

WHEN THE
CHEERING STOPPED

Cheerleader Ron Givens stands mute as Kaileen Vandam, another
cheerleader, defends the cheering squad's decision to remove Sam
Johnson from the squad. The action took place at a Student Senate
meeting last night.

e(\···

'
..

· But if Johnson is deeply
displeased ·with the cheerleaders
they are also displeased with him:
"Sam has not shown up for
any cheerleading functions this
fall except for the state fair
parade," said Michele Cornali, a
cheerleader. "We've had regular
practices and functions since
school started and Sam has yet to
attend one."
"This past week-end, we called
a special meeting to discuss this
situation with Sam," Miss Cornali
went on, "and Sam was invited.
He didn't come because he said he
was sick but someone saw him at
a party the same night. A second
meeting was held Monday and this
time Sam said his girlfriend was in
town. Although we told Sam how
important this meeting would be,
he chose to stay in the dorm with
his girl."
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One foreign visitor's most
unforgettable American
memory might easily be you •.

charges after the other nine
cheerleaders voted unanimously
to remove him from his position
as cheerleader. The question of
the removal will be discussed at
the Rally Committee this
afternoon,
Claims Conflict
"They say I wasn't qualified to
be a regular cheerleader because I
had a personality conflict with the
head cheerleader, Steve Bass,"
said Johnson.
The problems of Sam Johnson
with the cheerleader squad began
last Spring when new cheerleaders
were selected. Up until that time,
the squad was led by a captain.
Johnson said he sould have been
named captain then.
"Last spring," said Johsnon,
"they said they would have a yell
king instead. Anyway, I went out
for ~ell king and I made it. They
were giving me the impression
that the yell king was captain.
Then after all the pictures were
taken, they decided to elect a
captain because of my 'conflicts
of interest'."

fortune

Lose something? Find it with the LOBO CLASSIFIED ADS.

a question in X~ a languilr,e you don't
know at all? Try some other language you
studied in school, on the chance that he
studied it too. No luck? See if he's Cllrrying an English-X phrasebook. Perhaps you
can get him to point out the question he
asks. Then you can read it in translation.
Thumb through until you find an English
answer, then point that out in turn. Now he
can read the translated answer back.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Flairs
by

Who

Else?

You're in charge of building the float, decorating the house
and dressing up the party. So you need Pomps, the flame·
resistant decorntive tissue. You can decorate anything beautifully with Pomps, inside and out, and do it faster, easier,
better. Pomps don't cost much. They're cut 6" x 6" square,
ready to use, come in 20 vivid colors that are virtually run·
proof when wet. Buy Pomps at your bookstore, school supply
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your librarian for our
booklet "How to Decorate With Pomps. '' If she doesn't have
it, just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your own copy.
Send $1.25 and your address today _to The Crystal Tissue
company, Middletown, Ohio 45042.

. t!'

)tf pompS*
2120 Central SE

243-6954
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Ad Hoc Group Favors ROTC Program
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L-:arnpus • lriefs
the farm worker's strike.

Art Classes

Parking

Two new sections ol;' art
Changes in the de11ignations of
education classes have been
two
campuli ·parking lots that
opened at UNM ai;'ter sections
"amount
to just about a swap-out
originally planned were filled.
Creative Art Experience in the in terms of numbers of spaces"
Elementary School (Art were made this semester, said
Education 110) has b"en Sherman Smith, administrative
expanded into a lOth section, vice-president.
The new parking lot north of
meeting Monday and Wednesday
Bratton Hall was changed from
from 7:30 to 9:30p.m.
Pre-teaching Experience in Art "partly student, partly staff to
a! together faculty, staff and
(Art Education 320) has added a visitors and the lot at the
third section which will meet
Thursday evenings from 5:30 to southwest corner of the Union
6:30 starting Sept. 25. Students was changed from· a staff lot to a
one," said Smith.
have four additional hours of student
He also said the area on Yale
work, but hours are arranged.
and Ash now fenced for
Registration for the sections is demolition of Zimmerman
in Room 112 of the Education
Stadium would be available for
Office 6uilding,
parking in "a couple of weeks."
Homecoming
This area, a faculty-staff lot,
Homecoming weekend is will be used "for parking until
scheduled for Friday and February then will be lost to the
Saturday, Nov. 14 and 15. The construction of a new classroom
football game will be against building," he said.
Wyoming.
Censorship
The Homecoming queen will be
A
graduate
seminar entitled
elected Tuesday Nov. 5, Pete
Gross, Homecoming committee ''Problems of Censorship" is being
chairman, said. All queen taught this semester by Ernest
candidates will be presented at the Tedlock, professor of English.
"We will be taking up the
UNM-Arizona St. game Saturday
Nov; 8. The queen will be question of obscenity and
crowned in Popejoy Hall Tuesday pornography. We've been aware of
this problem all through literary
Nov. 11.
House decorations will be history. Various books were
judged on Friday Nov. 14 and challenged for a long time, Joyce's
trophies will be presented that "Ulysses," for example, and
night at the Homecoming dance. eventually some of them were
Gross added that the homecoming cleared," Tedlock said.
Joseph Zavadil, acting
parade on Saturday morning Nov.
chairman
of the English
15 will have both campus and city
department,
said, "The issues
participation. He also stated that
involved
in
'Problems of
entertainment for Homecoming
Censorship'
are
current,
they exist
has not yet been determined.
in
contemporary
literature
and
·Grape Boycott
will be problems that our grad
Grape Boycott
students will soon be facing."
Marion Moses will be at the
Brody
Newman Center Satu.rday, Sept.
Jerry Brody has returned to
20, at 1 p.m. to discuss the
California Farm Workers' Union UNM's Maxwell Museum of
Grape boycott and the dangers of Anthropology as curator.
the widespread use of pesticides.
Admission to the lecture is free.
CLASS'F'ED
Miss Moses is Cesar Chavez'
personal nurse. Chavez is the
leader of the grape boycott and
RA'l'ES: 7c per word, 20 word mini-

Poetry Reading
A poetry reading by UNM
graduate student Larry Goodell, .
and former graduate student Bill
Pearlman will be held this Friday
evening at the Yale Street
Grasshopper, 120 Yale Street S,E.
According to an advertising .
handout, the poets will read
"poletree, things, rhapsodies,
tirades, lullabies, the impossible,
reveries, gism splats, odes and
conundrums."

ADVERTISING

mum ($1.40) per time run. I£ ad Is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6e
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

WHERE: .Tournalism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or n;ail.

1)

PERSONALS.

1969 MffiAGES must be picked up by
Sept. 30, or they will be sold for $6.00
on a fil'St come first served basis.
WHY! Because it costs $40,000 to print a
yearbook, tbat's why/. Mirage '70-$7.
PARAPLEGIC NEEDS ride to campus 10
am Tues. and Thurs. Call Gini 256-7790.
9n9
·
DO YOU bite your nails 7 Would you like
to stop 1 A limited number of pcpole are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under tbe auspice!l of UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2772103 for appointment. 9/22
PUPPY LEFT at UNM Engiish Depart-ment on Wed. 9/10. Owner please call
2'17-2516.
STUDENT lD No. 685·44-2618, Gaudry,
Claim at rm. 159, Journalism Bldg.
STUDENT lD cards found. Nos. 655·747893 Lander, & 176-40·2312 Pickett.
Claim at Rm. 159, Journalism Bldg.

3)

BUR!YDN
IN ERNEST LEHMAN'S PRODUCTION OF

EDWARD ALBEE'S
WIIHD"S

.DF
VIRGIN Ill
WII'UDI.F

.,I
*
I
··------------~
IMPOIITANT EXCEPTION:
NO ONE UNDER 18 WILL
BE ADMITTED UNLESS
ACCOMPANIED BY HiS PARENT.

m
....... THEATRE

Septemberlft I.D. Re. quired

50¢

SUB

.

t •• _,

,

/Friday, September 19
Fridalj./ Cinematheque; ''The Thingn;
Union /thenteri 7 p,m.; 60 cents.
z:ay Night Dance; Union ballroom:

'l'hursday, September 18
FUm Societyj ''Ivnn the Terrible, J;Jo.rt
II"; Union theatet'; 7 P·II)·
Circle K: Room 178, Umon; 9 p,m.
Class of 19;14 Homecoming Reunion;
Room 230, Unfon: 7: 30 p,m.
Spur~: Room 231E, Union; 6 p.m.
Gradua.tc Committee; Room 253, Unjon;
.
9;30 a.m.
UNM Flying Lobos; Room 260D, Umon;
7:30 p.m.
UNM Mountaineering Club meet1~y.;
Room 250 ..0, Union; '7:30 p.m.; all m·
tercsted persons.
Square Dance Club; Open Square Dd.nce;
Johnson Gym, room 184; 7:00 p.m. no ad..
mission charge and no knowledge of square

8

Saturday, Septemb<!r 20
urdny Film Fnre: HWho"s Airnid of
Virginia Woolf .. ; Union theater; 7 and 10
·p.m.; 60 cents,
ll

RENT-A-TV

$1.00 n day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Moutblv Rate

Buck's TV Rentals

dancing required.

iw8..4G89
Color A vnilnble

7893 Lander, & 175-40-231~ Pickett.
Student Lobby; Union Rm. 250, 7 :30

p.m.; open meeting.

401 Wyoming NE-265-7982

HOLMAN•S

featuring; Drafting Supplies, Drawing Instruments, Slide Rules,
Maps, Technical & Scientific Books.
MENTION THIS AD FOR SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

.. Artistically courageous and honest and
salutary •.• a genuine moral contribution ..
(John Simon, !lim critic, New Lead)

FORRENT
FORSALE

BASSET HOUND Puppies: For friend•
ship, but of show or broedilil>: quality.
298-8148 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
1961 MG TD Classic. Yellow, good condition, $000. 247·3060. 9/1S
1966 CHEV. Corsa Conv. See and inquire
at Coronado Credit Union Office, Carlisle
Gym or call 1'.77•2723. 9/22. • · '60 VW and camper for sale. $325 265-9325.
9/20.
CHOPPER PARTS for Hrtrlcy 74. Two
white Bates seats p!m chromed real' fen~
der brace. Also chromed •pringcr ~front
end and chromed brake assemblY. Closest
offer to $70 takes it. Will trnde some of
the above for a rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277·4102 after 6 p.m. 9/24.
MGA hardtop, yellow/red leather In•
terior. Has had excellent care, m<ehanfcalfy sound. $675. Phone 844·4090. 9/19.

Sopaipillas
Burritos
Chi liburgers
Combination Plate

OPEN
II A.M.
DAILY

soc

Ity photography, Apply Rm. 20G Journ,
. Bldg. 2nd ft<10r• .
'
RELIABLE bABYSITTER wanted. 11 :80
· a.m.-6:80 p.m. Must have OW1l ~IIJ1...
•"porta:tlo!t. N~arUNM. Ca112Gii-S058 9t22<' ·

It means," said the committee
report, "that the method of staff
appointment is not subject to
faculty responsibility, and i.t
means that staff members are not
subject to the usual rules of
advancement, tenure, and
consultation with peers that
accompany decision on rank and
tenure. Instead of being
accountable to his own
professional colleagues within· ~he
University and in the academic
community in general, the ROTC
staff member is first accountable
as an officer in the armed forces."
The committee consisted of
Professors Garo Antreasian, John
Campbell, Harold Drummond,
Karl Koenig, Marvin Riedesel, and
James Thorson, chairman. The
administration members of the
committee were deans Thomas
Christopher, Richard Dove, and
George Springer. Students Robert
Aragon, Ken Gibson, Derek
Shannon, and Sandra Heide were
"appointed to the committee with
the understanding that only three
of them would vote on any issues
which the committee put to a
vote," said the report.
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UNM Cheerleader
Accusation~,,

Former cheerleader Sam
Johnson said yesterday the
charges leveled at him by
members of the UNM
cheerleading squad at
Wednesday's Senate meeting were
not true and "were attempts to
misrepresent him to the student
body."
He also said he was badly
, misrepresented in an article in
Brian Gratton, above, last night yesterday's Lobo.
outlined the goals of the Student
Johnson was recently removed
Organizing Committee.
from the cheerleading squad for
what were described as
''unexplained personality
conflicts."

"Sunday morning, the day after
the State Fair parade."
Johnson answered the charge by
cheerleader Michele Cornali who
said Johnson had "not shown up
for any cheerleading functions
this fall except for the State Fair
parade."
Johnson said the State Fair

parade was "the only function the
cheerleaders have had this fall."
"The cheerleaders decided to
put me off the squad over the
summer," Johnson said. "They
said they didn't contact me
because they said they didn't
know my address," he said.
(Continued on page 5)

SOC Explains Goals;
Strives for Changes

Call 255-6364

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
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The College of Art and Sciences
allows full credit for ROTC
courses, and the College of
Engineering allows a maximum of
six hours credit "after careful'
evaluation of the individual case
to see if the course offered does
satisfy the technical option of the
student," said the report,
In the section of the report
entitled ''minority conclusions,"
the reports said, ''Under the
present contract (with the
government for ROTC), the
University, in effect, operates as a
branch of the government agency
even in academic matters."
That section of the report also
said "the fact that the subject
matter (of classes) pertains to
military activities is not the
critical issue. Rather, it is the fact
that the program departs
significantly from general
university tradition and policy
toward autonomy of academic
programs.
The limitation that the ROTC
program "departs significantly"
from the general University
curricula was called "serious" by
the committee, and "has led to
some unusual practices and

Were Attempts to Mislead

Frijoles

3 Services

problems within the University."
Responsibility, Tenure

Credit

Says Squad's

Tostadas

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

administration be constituted by
the faculty to consider possible
removal of academic credit for
courses in military training and
education beginning with the
incoming freshman class of
1£-71."
F-inancial Benefits
In the section of the report
entitled "majority conclusions,"
the committee said the navy
program, which enrolls about 250
cadets, "provides rather
substantial financial benefits for
the students in addition to its
training
and career
opportunities." The report said
the 35 air force cadets receive
fewer financial benefits.
The committee also learned the
commanding officers "operated
'on the level of deans, and
appointments of faculty to their
staffs have been left to their
discretion, just as appointments
below the rank of professor are
settled at the chairman and dean
level.' "
The committee report said
apparently "no military faculty
member from the ROTC units has
had any questions raised about his
academic performance which
required the attention of the
academic vice president."

Former

Tacos

i98o

G)
EMPLOYMENT
PHOTOGRAPHERS~w=A~N=TE==o~t~M~M~Ir-a~t-e
'70, OI!POrtunlty to oubmlt creative, qual-

Oversee Operation
The ad hoc committee also
recommended that Academic Vice
President Chester Travelstead
oversee operation of the ROTC
units. The academic vice president
also should "require selection and
appointment procedures for the
professor of naval science and
professor of aerospace studies (be)
similar to those followed in the
appointment of academic deans."
The committee recommended

Periodic Review
The report said the committee
did not concern itself with
curricula of the ROTC units, "but
it recommends that the office of
the academic vice president
establish procedures for a periodic
review of these curricula as the
colleges review the curricula of
their constituent departments."
If the faculty and regents
approve the committee's
recommendations, the Ad Hoc
Committee for the Review of the
Role of ROTC would like the
Faculty Policy Committee to
make a report on their
recommendations at the first
general faculty meeting of the
second semester.
"If no progress has been made
by that time," said the committee
report, ''this committee
recommends that a committee of
faculty, students, and

1830 LOMAS NE

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global J'an Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

I
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Dr. Richard F. Lawrence, dean
of the College of Education at
UNM is surveying several U.S.
Agency for International
Development projects in
Colombia.
UNM is cooperating in the
projects with the Colombian
Ministry of Education. The
purpose of the projects is to
modernize the Colombian
secondary school system.

SERVICES

' l

The Ad Hoc Committee for the
Review of the Role of ROTC has
recommended that the University
continue its contract with the
government for the continuation
of ROTC at UNM.
The committee will present its
report at the first faculty meeting
on Tuesday, Sept. 23.
"The committee further
recommends," said a report in the
faculty meeting agenda, "that the
several colleges of the University
thoroughly re-examine at regular
intervals the credit given within
their colleges for their degree
programs to see if the ROTC
courses contribute significantly to
their degress."

that lower level appointments be
made using procedures" parallel
to those used in other colleges for
similar level appointments," said
the report,
Normally, said the report, the
procedure will include a "search
for qualified" personnel, and
selection from several candidates.
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Lawrence

F.REE ROOM to male with references in
exchange of duties. 268•3393. 9/19
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By SARAH LAIDLAW

Placement Center
Refueling aircraft, modeling ski
sweaters in June, patroling
uranium mines, blowing up
balloons, reading for the blind,
carrying coffins, and polishing .
jewelry are a few of the over
1,709 part-time jobs that were
filled by the UNM Placement
Center during 1969.
The Center filled a total of
3,064 part and full-time jobs,
received 511 company
interviewers, and 5,013 business
and industry interviewers. About
850 teachers were placed and over
400 jobs accepted in business and
industry.
Average salaries accepted in
Engineering ranged from about
$820 for Civil and Mechanical to
$867 for Electrical and Chemical.
$670 was the average starting
salary for General Business, $738
for Accounting, $788 for Physical
Sciences and $572 for Liberal
Arts.
In addition to assisting
students in finding part-time
employment both on and off
campus, the Placement Center
also aids graduating seniors and
alumni in finding permanent
employment. Interested students
should file an application with the
Center.

THE SHIRE.-A custom leather shop Dn
the Patio. NE corMr o£ Edith &
Candaleria. 9/18
LPN AVAILABLE for child care in her
home near UNM. Call 243-2570, 9/24.

RIC"IRRD

.

Brody was acting chairman of
the department of art during the
summer and was on leave during
the preceding year doing research
at the Museum of Northern
Arizona in Flagstaff.
During his absence, Ron
Switzer, associate curator, was
acting curator.
·

Committee Will Present Report Findings at Sept. 23 Faculty Meeting

lty will he accepted
e.t The Lobo office.
/ ' ~ ;~4-~~t. deadline

PLACED BY-~~----------~
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The Student Organizing
Committee (SOC) last night
explained it.~ goals would be to
"change towards those things we
see as necessary for all people by
any means necessary."
Brinn Gratton, in a statement of
aims delivered at SOC's first open
meeting, said the group was
conccnted with offering
"alternatives and concrete action
to what we see in the University
and community."
Gratton added "SOC was born
out of despair. Ten years from
now most of the people in the
University will become part of the
system we hate ... a system that is
training us and training us well to
claim morality while we accept
killing," Gratton said. "The
question is will you accept .a
University that is inextricably
bound to war. and death?
"The organization is dedicated
to the fact that there is just some
shit we will not eat and some
things about this University and
community that we will not
accept," Gratton added.
Milte Colella, acting chairman of
SOC, said "our consideratiollS are
not is it (what action they take)
legal, . is it propitious, but is it
effective?" .He added SOC would
usc established channels o11ly if

Personality Conflict
"The only personality conflict
involved was that I was the only
member of the squad who was
that was the most effective means doing his job for the student body
for carrying out the organization's and not just for my own personal
prestige," Joh11son said.
policies and programs.
Johnson also said the only
Colella also hit at "racism on
personality
conflict 011 the squad
this campus" and said the
was
with
Steve
Bass, cheerleading
University was dedicated to
captain.
"There
was no
perpetuating a systl!m whereby
personality
conflict
between
"blacks and Mexican·Americans
anyone
else
on
the
squad
except
are subjugated class." An example
Bass.
Why
didn't
they
kick
him
of this "racism," he added is the
(Bass)
off?"
Johnson
asked.
University's "refusal to do
Johnson objected to what he
anything about the blatant racism
in the Physical Plant despite the called "personal opinio11s of me"
fact four different organizations in • what was suppose to be a
have investigated the situation and factual article in The Lobo. He
all have come to the same particularly objected to a
statement which said "Sam
conclusion .
"Everyday you go to this Johllson is not an easy man to
institution you are participating in understand. When you first meet
the cont.inuation of that racism," him he seems as tempermental
and as frivolous as the flight of a
Colella said,
In other action, SOC established butterfly."
He said the statement gave "a
five committ£les to "investigate
complet.ely
false" impression of
and research problem areas and
him.
"People
who know me know
determille co11crete action to solve
that
I'm
not
tempermental and
those problems."
that
I
get
along
with everybody,"
One of the committees, "Yale
Johnso11
said.
Park and· Censorship," made
"tentative" plans to conduct a
Only Absent Once
"torchlight censorship march."
Johnson
said he . had only
Ellen Shoemaker, acting chairman
missed
one
cheerleaders'
practice
of the committee, p:roposed "one
u11excused
since
he
had
been in
course of actioll could be pasting
Albuquerque
and
and
had
only
Jeaflet.s over all four·letter words
oil campus... sucli as push, pull, been personally contacted for a
cheerleaders' me~tinl! once,
stop, etc."

Sam

Sa, m J o hnsoll, above, said
charges leveled against him by the
cheerleaders are "misrepresenta·
tio11." ·
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